King of kings
Chapter 2517
“Hahaha, I, Wind Lightcloud, am not afraid of competing with others for profits.I, Wind
Lightning Cloud, will have my own resources anyway, and sooner or later, I will embark on this
path of contention.”
Zi Ye said, “Wind Light Cloud, in that case, I’ll tell you a secret.”
“What secret?”
“This is a secret I obtained from the Divine Plains Phantom Forest.”
“Say.”
“Do you remember, you read in one of my letters, that I went to the stormy forest of the
Divine Plains Phantom Forest, and I was in the stormy forest, and I killed a divine bird, and
before that bird died, as its consciousness drifted away, I saw that the divine bird’s
consciousness had this secret: the universe, and it had something to do with resources.”
“Mao means?The universe, and what does it have to do with resources?”
“I don’t understand it, that’s what it says anyway, so I think the more cosmic resources one has,
the more useful it is.”
“Alright, let’s get to work, let’s get to know the market first, and see what it takes to earn a
large amount of Hongshi Liquid here.”
omi came outside, a place that specialized in selling strategy maps.
After omi’s investigation, there were a total of more than ninety shops selling Raider Maps
here, and these ninety shops were all opened by the children of the God Emperor family.
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Currently, the ninety-odd map stores, except for the first ten, the ones behind them were all
evenly matched.
The entire universe was very populated, and there were many gods who came here to practice,
and even the map shop with the worst sales could sell at least 10,000 trips for every Raider
Map.
What concept was 10,000 trips?
If a Raider map sold three billion drops of Hongshen Liquid, then ten thousand trips would sell
thirty trillion drops of Hongshen Liquid.

One hundred billion drops of Hong Meng’s Liquid was equal to one well, or 330 wells of Hong
Meng’s Liquid.
omi had only previously obtained one well of the Hong Meng Liquid in a relic in the Sky World.
But people, one map could be sold for three hundred and thirty wells, which was a huge
difference, and this was still the worst of business.
So, omi was ready to dry up, a large amount of Hong Meng Liquid couldn’t let others struggle
to earn it away.
In the evening, omi and Ziye returned to their room at the inn.
After a day of investigation and understanding, they were also quite familiar with it.
omi said, “Currently on the market, a map of one segment sells for three billion drops a share;
a map of two segments sells for five billion drops a share; a map of three segments sells for
ten billion drops a share; a map of four segments sells for twenty billion drops a share; a map
of five segments sells for forty billion drops a share; a map of six segments sells for seventy
billion drops a share; a map of seven segments sells for one hundred billion drops a share,
which is one well.”
“Yes, and all I have, right now, is a section of the map made by you, and a second section of the
map made by me.”Ziba said.
“That’s not the most important thing, the most important thing at the moment is how to get
people to buy our map, if ten thousand people buy our map, we can make more than three
hundred wells of Hong Meng Liquid.”
“In this business, we rely on word of mouth, after all, everyone is afraid of counterfeit goods,
after all, if you enter the Divine Plains You Forest, you will lose your life.”
omi nodded, the map that omi made himself was clear and certain that it was the real thing, of
course, there were omissions in everything, in case there were omissions, it was also normal.
omi thought about it, it really wasn’t that easy in earning this Hong Meng liquid.It wasn’t all at
once for someone else to sell 10,000 people a map, it also took hundreds or even thousands of
years to sell that many.
“No matter what, let’s open for business first.”
“Good.”
The next day, omi good purple leaf, at the Raider Market, built himself a house, and then listed
it to start selling.
R /> The name of the spot was: “Wind Purple Raider Map.”
omi only had two copies of the map to sell.

In order to compete, the one section of the map, the one omi made, sold for one billion drops
of the Hong Meng Liquid; the two section of the map made by Zi Ye sold for two billion drops a
piece.
omi was completely using low prices to attract those calendars.
On the first day omi first opened his doors, a shop next door to omi called ‘Amon Map’, a God
King level person came over.
That God King said coldly, “What kind of little cat or puppy dares to open a Raider Map shop
next door to me.”
omi and Ziye were startled, as expected, it didn’t go so smoothly, a God King came directly.
But also, selling Raider Maps was easier than going to the colony to collect rent, only those
God Kings who had no power would go as bandits and colonial invaders, these ones with God
Emperors as their background would not give up the meat here.
Zi Ye said, “This God King senior, it’s not like we’re in your way if we sell our Raider Maps here,
besides, we’ve worked hard and risked our lives to produce our Raider Maps, why can’t we sell
them.”
That God King sneered, “Sell your mother or not?Why doesn’t your mother take it and sell it.”
omi said angrily, “Senior, don’t bully people too much.”
“Hahaha, ridiculous, I am now ordering you to immediately demolish the shop, in addition,
resell your Raider Map to us at a low price, I will give you a copy of the purchase price of ten
drops of the Hong Meng Liquid.”
omi was furious, a section of the map was sold for three billion drops, but he wanted to use
ten drops to acquire it.
Zi Ye was busy saying, “Senior, what’s the difference between this and robbery.”
“That’s right, I am robbing.”That God King’s face turned cold.
omi said, “This God King, are you sure you want to go against me?Do you know where I’m
from?My backstage?”
“Hmph, if you die here, no one will know who killed you.”
omi said, “My master is Old Sang Senior of the Ten God Emperors, you don’t f*cking want to
live do you?”
That God King trembled, but, still said, “Which so what, there are more than ninety shops
selling maps here, all of them are from the God Emperor family, even if Old Sang came, he
doesn’t know who killed him, more than ninety here, all of them are suspicious, can’t it be that
your Old Sang, can’t you still cut off all ninety or so.”

omi’s face turned pale, he didn’t expect that he wouldn’t even give Old Sang face.
Zi Ye said, “Wind Lightning, what should we do?”
omi calmed down and said, “This God King, you think that everyone is as retarded as you are,
don’t you?”
“What do you mean?How dare you curse me when you’re dead and buried?”
“Hmph, idiot, I dared to open the door here to sell maps, I considered all the consequences, I
had already set up a person in the dark, he is watching this place at the moment, if you dare to
touch me, he will definitely report it at the first time, then, you will wait for the extermination
of your family.”
That God King looked around and said, “Where is it?How come I didn’t see it.”
“Ridiculous, if I can get you to spot him, then why do I need to set it up in secret, my purpose in
setting it up in secret is to prevent anyone from knowing he’s mine, so he can report to my
master without any hindrance.Hehe, you have the guts to do it.”
That God King was startled, and swept around again with some suspicion, could it be that this
kid really didn’t secretly set up someone to pay attention to this side?If that was the case, if he
killed the two omi, wouldn’t it be instantly known by the Old Sang God Emperor, and then his
family would all suffer.
Although there was no way to be sure that it was true, that God King didn’t dare to take any
chances.

